AVVISO DI SEMINARIO
Diritto, complessità e intelligenza artificiale / Law, Complexity & AI

Firenze, 24 ottobre 2011 - ore 10:30
ITTIG-CNR
Via de’ Barucci 20 – 50127 Firenze
tel.: 055 43995 - e-mail: seminario24ottobre@ittig.cnr.it

Ugo Pagallo
Professor of Philosophy of Law, University of Turin

Law, Complexity and Nets: A Topological Approach

Kevin D. Ashley
Professor of Law and Intelligent Systems, University of Pittsburgh School of Law
Senior Scientist, Learning Research and Development Center

Applying Artificial Intelligence to Law:
Lessons Learned and Future Directions

Nicola Lettieri
Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation
Institute of Cognitive Science and Technology, National Research Council (ISTC-CNR)

Understanding and Managing Complex Social Systems:
The FUTURICT Project

Il seminario si svolge in lingua inglese - L’ingresso è libero - Si prega di prenotare